Mustard Home Learning Summer Term 2017

Choose one home learning activity per week from the list below to complete.
Make sure your name, the learning activity and the date is written clearly at
the top of each piece of learning and hand in on Monday mornings.

???
Blank for your own
choice related to
any class learning
this term.

Who is your role
model?
Describe what is
special about them
that makes them a
good role model,
and explain how
they influence you.

Find out about a
famous band or
pop star in the
60s. List some of
the songs they
sang and which
were hits.

Choose an insect
and find out about
the stages of its
life. Draw and
label each stage
using correct
scientific
vocabulary.

Write about a
typical day in the
life of a child living
in the 1970s.
This could possibly
be in the form of a
recount like a
diary.

Find out about Art
in the 1950s.
Choose one piece
of Art from the
50s and try to
draw or paint in
the style of that
artist. Say who
the artist is and
the name of the
piece of art.

What do you know
about the history of
Stanford School?
Try to find out about
the Stanfords and
why we celebrate
Founders Day.

Name some
makes/models of cars
in the 1960s, then
make another list of
makes/models of cars
today. Do any of
them have the same
names today? Are
there many different
ones?

Can you find out
about toys in the
1970s?
How have they
changed?
Draw some toys from
the 70s then some
from 2016/17 to see
the differences.

Have you thought
about next year?
What changes do
you think you will
see in your life over
the next year?
What are you
looking forward to?
Have you anything
you are concerned
about?

How have buildings
altered over the
last 50 years?
Take some photos
(or draw) of modern
buildings and some
of those built in the
last 50 years and
compare them.

Have a look at a
map of Great
Britain and locate
some of the main
rivers. If you can,
you could draw
some of these on a
map of Great
Britain and label
them, otherwise
just name some of
them.

Choose one of
these decades:
1970s, 1980s,
1990s or 2000s,
and find out
about transport
during that
decade. Compare
how transport
has changed
today.

Write a fact file
for an animal of
your choice. Say
what type of
animal it is and
describe it – you
could draw it as
well

Find out about
how schools have
changed in the
last 60 years.
Would you have
preferred to
have been a t
school 60 years
ago? Explain
your answer.

